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Personal Injury Accident (PIA) data has been obtained from Transport for London and analysed for 

the past three years up to May 2018. 

Within the study area boundary, a total of 158 accidents was recorded. Along North Circular Road 

(A406) 54 accidents were recorded including 6 accidents on Cook’s Ferry Roundabout. Only very 

few accidents were recorded along the key corridors within the study area.  

All of the accidents were caused driver or pedestrian error and were not due to design of the local 

highway infrastructure.   

The key roads within the site area boundary considered were Meridian Way, Leeside Road and 

Harbet Road. A summary of the accidents observed around the key roads within the study area 

boundary are summarised in the Table 1. 

Table 1: Summary of Accidents 

Road 
Total 

Accidents 
2015 2016 2017 2018 Serious Slight 

Meridian Way 18 6 9 3 - 2 16 

Leeside Road 8 - 3 5 - 1 7 

Argon Road 23 1 9 10 3 4 19 

Harbet Road 7 1 2 4 - 6 1 

North Circular 54 6 19 17 6 37 17 

Cook's Ferry Roundabout 6 - 2 2 2 5 1 

There were a total of 110 accidents along the key roads within the 3 years accident data obtained, of 

which 43 were with slight severity and 13 with serious severity. No fatal accidents were recorded 

within this area of study. 

The trend of accidents was observed to be varying over the years and all of the accidents were 

caused due to road user errors. The causes of accidents were mainly due to human error including 

carelessness, poor manoeuvring movements, speeding, sudden brakes, overtaking movements or 

cars following each other closely. Other causes included pedestrians error to look before crossing 

over and there were some accidents with unknown reasons. 

The accident assessment shows that the accidents were not due to design of the local highway 

infrastructure. 
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Transport for London 

City Planning 

5 Endeavour Square 

Westfield Avenue 

Stratford 

London   E20 1JN 

 

Phone 020 7222 5600 

www.tfl.gov.uk 

 

10th December 2018 
 
Dear Rob, 
 
Meridian Water Masterplan, LB Enfield - TfL’s pre-application advice 

Thank you for participating in Transport for London’s (TfL) pre-planning 
application process, the aim of which is to ensure that development is 
successful in transport terms and in accordance with relevant London Plan 
policies. This letter concerns the recent meetings regarding the Meridian Water 
Masterplan in the London Borough of Enfield (LBE).  

The following comments are made by Transport for London officers on a 
‘without prejudice’ basis only and are intended to ensure that this development 
is successful in transport terms and in line with relevant London Plan policies. 
You should not interpret them as indicating any subsequent Mayoral decision 
on any planning application based on the proposed scheme. Furthermore, 
these comments also do not necessarily represent the views of the Greater 
London Authority. 

General 

The Transport Assessment (TA) report to be produced by the applicant as part 
of the planning application submission should be in line with TfL’s Transport 
Assessment guidance available at: https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/urban-planning-and-
construction/transport-assessment-guidance 

TfL will continue to provide transport technical advice through the pre-
application stage and will welcome the opportunity to provide further pre-
application advice on specific matters as and when appropriate. The applicant 
should note that if further meetings are required they might need to pay a follow 
up pre-app fee.  

TfL meetings 

TfL met with the developer’s team on following occasions: 

 19th June 2018 (TA Scope)  

 2nd August 2018 (Modelling and Buses)  

 26th October 2018 (Urban Design/ Healthy Streets approach). 
 

Our ref: 18/2381 
 

Rob Goodall,  
Arup 
8 Fitzroy St,  
London  W1T 4BQ 
 

https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/urban-planning-and-construction/transport-assessment-guidance
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/urban-planning-and-construction/transport-assessment-guidance
Nick.Finney
Rectangle

Nick.Finney
Rectangle
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Appendix 1 includes meeting notes from our first two pre-app meetings.  

The attendees at our third pre-app meeting on 26th October were as follows: 

Attendee Organisation 

Rob Goodall Arup 

Katherine Wong Arup 

John Moore Karakusevic Carson 

Rebecca Miller Karakusevic Carson 

Paola Zanotto Karakusevic Carson 

Kirsty Badenoch Periscope Studio 

Dominic Millen Enfield Council 

Melvyn Dresner TfL, Spatial Planning 

Paul Lavelle TfL, Urban Design 

Rosa McShane TfL, Buses 

Christopher Lynch TfL, Crossrail 2 

 

On 19th June and 2nd August, TfL issued meeting notes agreed by all attendees 
(Appendix 1). TfL also met with Enfield Council, Arup and Arriva on 29th August 
and 13th November 2018 to specifically discuss the future of the Edmonton Bus 
Garage. On the 3rd September 2018 and 29th October 2018, we attended the 
Council’s strategic meeting with the GLA. We also attended meetings on  the 
14th and 19th September 2018 (Housing Infrastructure Fund – strategic 
modelling) related to strategic modelling. 

On 17th September 2018 we discussed TfL’s comments on the Edmonton 
Leeside Area Action Plan (ELAAP) with Enfield Council. We signed a Statement 
of Common Ground on 3rd October 2018. Therefore, this advice letter reflects 
TfL support for the emerging policies in the ELAAP, as well as other 
engagement with Enfield Council and Arup alongside the formal pre-application 
process.  

Site Description 

The masterplan site is bounded by the River Lee Navigation to the east, Lea 
Valley Park and Tottenham Marshes to the south, Kimberley Road to the west 
and the A406 Angel Road (North Circular Road) and Ravenside Retail Park to 
the north.  

The A406 is part of Transport for London Road Network (TLRN).  The nearest 
part of the Strategic Road Network (SRN) is the A1010 Fore Street/ High Road 
is over 1 km west of the site. The A1055 Meridian Way is also an important 
local distributor road and extends north/south through the masterplan area. In 
the direct vicinity of the site, the key local highway connections are Glover 
Drive, Leeside Road, Argon Way and Harbet Way. TfL is highway authority for 
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the TLRN and has oversight responsibility for the SRN, whilst the local highway 
authorities are responsible for the SRN operation.  

Bus routes 192 and 341 are accessible from Glover Drive, serving major retail 
stores (Ikea and Tesco). Routes 34 and 444 are served by bus stops on the 
westbound on-slip of the A406 North Circular Road, to the north of the site on 
an elevated section of highway.  

Tottenham Hale is the nearest London Underground station, served by the 
Victoria line, although it is 3 kilometres from the centre of the masterplan site. 
Rail services are also available from Tottenham Hale, including direct trains to 
Liverpool Street station. Similarly, the nearest London Overground services are 
just over 1 kilometre from the site at Silver Street. National Rail services are 
currently available at Angel Road station on the West Anglia Main Line railway. 
Angel Road station will be replaced in September 2019 by Meridian Water 
station. Those services are currently infrequent though proposals to enhance 
services are being brought forward to support the masterplan. The TA will need 
to set out future rail assumptions.  

The site’s Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) varies from zero to 3. 
This is based on a scale with 0 being the lowest level and 6b being the highest 
accessibility level possible. As shown below: 

 

The eastern part of the site has zero PTAL. The areas to the north and west 
have PTAL of 1a and 1b. This reflects better access to buses services. The 
existing PTAL is 3 achieved in the area closest to Glover Drive bus stops. The 
pocket of PTAL of 1a on the western part of Phase 1 will be improved by the 
new train station and by the link through the station to Glover Driver bus stops, 
as already approved and under construction. This route is open to all not just 
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users of the station and is step free through the provision of lifts. The Transport 
Assessment should include future PTAL maps.  

Using WebCAT, about 1.1 million people live within 60 minutes travel time by 
public transport and about 64,000 within 30 minutes. Some 500,000 jobs are 
within 60 minutes travel time, and 28,679 within 30 minutes. There are about 
2.8 million people within 1 hour cycle ride of the site; and 873,700 people within 
30 minute cycle ride. There are 2.4 million jobs within 1 hour cycle ride of the 
site, and 255,451 jobs within 30 minutes cycle ride. That indicates that whilst 
the site has a low PTAL and suffers from severance due to water courses, 
elevated highway and railway cuttings, it sits within reasonable public transport 
and cycle travel time of jobs and people.  

The masterplan site is currently dominated by low density buildings including; 
retail superstores (Ikea and Tesco), warehouses, car parking and vacant 
brownfield land. The Pymmes Brook and River Lee Navigation also runs north-
south through the site. The site is close to the boundary with the London 
Borough of Haringey (LBH) to the south and London Borough of Waltham 
Forest (LBWF) to the east. 

To the north-east of the site is Edmonton Eco Park; this converts household 
waste to energy. This is due to be replaced by a new plant in the mid-2020s by 
North London Heat and Power Project, which will generate up to 70 megawatts 
of electricity per year. The design of this was approved under a Development 
Consent Order. Construction is due to commence in 2019.  

Principle of development/safeguarding transport operations 

Policy E4 of the draft London Plan identifies the need to safeguard land for 
industry, logistics and services. Greater London Authority (GLA) research 
shows that there will be an increase in demand for industrial land in London 
over the period 2016 to 2041, due to demand for logistics to serve London’s 
economy and population and therefore industrial land is needed in Enfield. The 
Meridian Water site includes Strategic Industrial Land (SIL), as well as industrial 
land more generally. Edmonton Bus Garage is designated SIL and is 
considered in more detail below. This land use and wider industrial use are 
covered by the agent of change principle (draft LP policy D12).  

Edmonton Bus Garage can accommodate around 200 buses and is owned and 
operated by Arriva; its access via Towpath Road. Towpath Road will be severed 
by the new road network proposed through the site, though a diverted route is 
proposed by Enfield Council to mitigate impact on the bus garage. The bus 
garage is in the eastern part of the site, which is as stated above is SIL. Bus 
garages are safeguarded land uses within the London Plan and in the Land for 
Industry and Transport SPG. 

Arriva runs approximately 1,800 buses in London on TfL services. At this 
location they also run their national apprenticeship scheme (about 50% London 
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apprentices) and provide training for engineers who work on their London bus 
fleet; all services at the bus garage serve London routes and this is being 
expanded to support new bus services being run on TfL’s behalf. Each bus 
generates 3.2 jobs, so this land use can support 640 local jobs, partly 
safeguarding existing jobs and generating new jobs to support regeneration 
here and across the Upper Lee Valley and other parts of north London. TfL has 
a planning and functional role to ensure the long term future of buses at 
Edmonton Bus Garage is sustained.  

Notwithstanding this, TfL and Arriva are willing to relocate the bus garage within 
this area subject to meeting bus operational and environmental requirements. 
Enfield Council has identified a site on Harbet Road and Arriva will need to 
agree the suitability of the site from an operational perspective and agree 
commercial terms for the relocation to take place. The seamless transfer from 
one garage to another should be embedded in any masterplan consent through 
the section 106 agreement. They also need to consider what land use can be 
co-located above the bus garage to ensure we make best use of the land.  

TfL owns land next to the TLRN subject to appropriate commercial agreement 
that could be used to enable new bus garage operation. Arriva, Enfield Council 
and TfL see early relocation as an aim to help minimise the operational impact, 
avoid abortive work and maximise the opportunity to deliver electrification of the 
bus fleet in accordance with Mayor’s Transport Strategy. TfL and Arriva’s 
position on this matter has been subject to Statements of Common Ground with 
the Council, as has TfL’s in respect of the ELAAP.  

 

 
Potential Bus Garage site 
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If the bus garage does not move before the development of plots opposite its 
current location, the developer of these plots will need to take account of 24 
hour operation of the bus garage in accord with the agent of change principle 
referred to above. The TA will also need to show that 24 hour access to the bus 
garage can be maintained at all times. To demonstrate the latter, the TA should 
describe the operation of the current bus garage and how it will operate with the 
road infrastructure (subject to HIF referred to below) in place. This will also be a 
matter for the Design and Access Statement and Environmental Impact 
Assessment.  

Meridian Water masterplan 

The Meridian Water masterplan seeks to provide a new mixed-use development 
of approximately 6,700 new jobs and 10,000 new homes. The masterplan 
development will be phased comprising a series of separate planning 
applications for the development plots and key infrastructure elements, the 
latter forming part of a Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) bid. The advice in the 
letter aims to cover both the Phase 2 application (which is described below) and 
the Masterplan.  

Meridian Water also occupies a key role in the Upper Lea Valley Opportunity 
Area. In July 2013, the GLA approved an Opportunity Area Planning 
Framework for the Upper Lee Valley (ULV OAPF) covering an area of circa 
3,900 Ha. The OAPF envisaged a housing capacity of 20,100 homes and 
15,000 jobs in the Upper Lee Valley area. The study’s Crossrail 2 sensitivity 
scenario test found that Crossrail 2, integrated by London buses, could unlock 
further development in the ULV. 

Meridian Water also sits immediately to north of growth areas in neighbouring 
Haringey focussed on Tottenham High Road, the new Spurs stadium and 
around Tottenham Hale station.  

Phase 1 

In June 2016, Phase 1 of the Meridian Water development received planning 
consent (ref: 16/01197/RE3) for 725 residential units together with a maximum 
of 950 sqm retail (A1/A2/A3), 600 sqm of community use (D1) and 750 sqm of 
leisure use (D2). This face included a new Meridian Water railway station on the 
West Anglian Main Line (WAML) which is due to open in 2019. The new station 
also provides a new pedestrian link through the station that is linked to buses 
that serve Glover Drive. The link included a new signal crossing facilities over 
Meridian Way incorporated into the development.  

Phase 2 

Phase 2 proposed 2,000 homes in the area approximately between Pymmes 
Brook and River Lee Navigation and includes the Leeside Road gasholder site. 
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The application will also include a new road between Glover Driver and Harbet 
Road; and the Leeside Road link between Leeside Road and new road as 
follows: 

 

Housing Infrastructure Fund 

In order to deliver the remainder of the masterplan development; the Council 
has submitted a bid through the HIF to deliver the infrastructure required to 
unlock potential residential development on the eastern part of the site. The HIF 
bid seeks funding for two key projects: 

• Developing a fourth track from Tottenham Hale Station to the new 
Meridian Water station which is currently in development and a fourth 
platform at the station 

• Delivery of a primary road network 

The latter includes new bridges including a new pedestrian/ cycle link north of 
Leeside Road. This is the proposed HIF network: 
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The decision on the HIF proposals may not be known when the Phase 2 TA is 
being prepared. The TA should acknowledge the status of the HIF bid. 

TfL understands the HIF rail infrastructure will require Network Rail approvals 
(notification of change and an Environmental Impact Assessment) as this is 
defined as permitted development as it sits within the railway boundary. The TA 
should link to the consents plan for rail infrastructure and engagement with TfL 
should be on matters relevant to TfL. We understand the lead in times on 
railway consents could be longer than the planning consents’ process; 
therefore, the TA will need to set out where you are in this process and link 
planning conditions to appropriate decision points by Network Rail. We 
understand assurances on rail infrastructure and train service provision will be 
provided alongside the planning application for Phase 2. This is in keeping with 
the draft London Plan, which states for the Upper Lea Valley OA that:- 

“In the shorter term, a four-trains-per-hour service on the West Anglia Main Line 
at Meridian Water and Northumberland Park will support development and 
regeneration.” 

Crossrail 2 

Crossrail 2 is a proposed new railway serving London and the wider South East. 
It would connect the National Rail networks in Surrey and Hertfordshire via new 
tunnels and stations between Wimbledon, Tottenham Hale and New Southgate, 
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linking in with London Underground, London Overground, Crossrail 1, national 
and international rail services. It will add capacity to the regional rail network, 
and support economic regeneration by providing the infrastructure needed to 
support 200,000 new home sand 200,000 new jobs, connecting some of 
London’s major growth locations with potential strategic growth locations 
outside London. Crossrail 2 will transform transport connectivity and capacity in 
the Upper Lee Valley and is vital to support the full, long-term potential 
development capacity of the area including Meridian Water. 

In this context, the new Meridian Water station can accommodate by adaption, 
Crossrail 2 services. The compatibility of the CR2 design and HIF rail 
infrastructure needs to be reviewed as part of the approvals process. TfL aim is 
to minimise abortive rail works and enable CR2 as far as practicable. Meridian 
Water station has been designed to accommodate 8-car trains. To 
accommodate longer trains envisaged on Crossrail 2 (10-12 car); this would 
require lengthening the platforms.  

It is anticipated that Crossrail 2 will be operational by 2033, and therefore it 
should help deliver the later phases of the Meridian Water Masterplan. Planning 
frameworks for all areas affected by Crossrail 2 should respond to the 
significant development capacity unlocked by Crossrail 2. Frameworks should 
outline how this additional development capacity would be phased to reflect the 
transport connectivity and capacity improvements that Crossrail 2 enables. The 
emerging ELAAP acknowledges this scheme as does the wider Upper Lee 
Valley OAPF.  

Good Growth principles  

In accordance with London Plan policy GG2, TfL supports proposals to create a 
high density mixed use urban quarter that is well connected to existing and 
planned public transport, walking and cycling. TfL and the Council therefore 
support proposals to uplift the site’s PTAL to 4-6. This requires significant 
investment in public transport in the medium and longer term. In the medium 
term, this can be achieved through investment in the bus network (infrastructure 
and services), rail investment in services and infrastructure as well as the 
walking and cycling connections to those rail/bus routes and the wider area.   

In the medium term, to support this mode shift in this area and sustainable 
regeneration,  ELAAP supports car parking restraint, guided by policies within 
the emerging new London Plan. TfL is supportive of this approach. Improved 
bus services will provide greatly enhanced connectivity within Edmonton 
Leeside and to the wider area, in particular supporting east-west linkages and 
access to Edmonton Green. Therefore, we are seeking to identify a bus network 
that supports delivery of Phase 2; this is greatly enabled by the new link road 
through the site. The bus strategy for Meridian Water has been developed by 
Arup on behalf of Enfield Council with input from TfL.  
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ELAAP is being developed in line with the Mayor’s Healthy Streets approach 
which prioritises walking, cycling and public transport to help create a vibrant, 
successful city where people can live active, healthy lives. Unlocking 
development on the wider master plan area will depend on upgrading rail 
capacity and accessibility, as well as bus links and capacity; pedestrian and 
cycle links: and ensuring sufficient land for future transport links in the wider 
area such as provision for buses and rail, ensuring there is sufficient space for 
industry and logistic. TfL also supports positive place making and long term 
development and use of waterways for freight and Lee Valley Park to promote 
healthy travel choices. 

TfL has provided initial design advice on emerging proposals. It is important that 
Healthy Streets indicators are shown to be achieved as part of Phase 2, the 
wider Masterplan and in terms of the wider pedestrian and cycle network. Using 
the various Healthy Streets tools developed by TfL, we expect the TA to show 
how the development contributes to Healthy Streets outcomes at street-level, 
network scale, masterplan and beyond. All aspects of the TA, be it modelling, 
bus network and rail planning should be geared to supporting mode shift and 
Heathy Streets outcomes. Where detailed approval is being sought for street 
design or public realm, the designs should be assessed using the Healthy 
Streets Designers’ Check.  

Phasing, development and trip assumptions 

Phase 1 was given consent based on a parking provision of 0.4 spaces per unit. 
The ambition is to make Meridian Water a car-free development and the aim is 
to provide a maximum of 0.15 spaces per unit overall, which would essentially 
satisfy the requirement for Blue Badge parking and visitors only, which TfL 
supports. The realisation of this approach depends on achieving better public 
transport provision and Healthy Streets approach outcomes.   

TfL agreed trip rates and mode assumptions for Phase 1. You propose to 
review these and apply updated trip rates to Phase 2. TfL observes there is 
relationship between car parking and mode of travel, as well as availability of 
public transport. Therefore, the mode split will need to be based on reasonable 
assumptions. Previous assumptions about mode of travel based on the Census 
data will need further refinement.   

The TA could treat development trips as new to the network. TfL accepts that 
for each phase, there is a case to net off existing trips if we have data we can 
rely upon and or derived trips if the assumptions are considered realistic by TfL. 
Otherwise, adding employee, resident and servicing/ delivery trips to the 
network could be undertaken on “worst case” basis. Unless we have robust 
data to show what is currently being generated, you should treat all new trips as 
gross trip generated without netting off existing.  
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Transport Modelling 

The purpose of modelling is to understand impact of trips on the transport 
network and test mitigation. The proposal is to provide local traffic modelling to 
support Phase 2 and no Vissim modelling is proposed, TfL colleagues 
recommend micro-stimulation is required for congested networks. Deciding a 
way forward on this aspect will require further discussion with TfL Network 
Performance colleagues. The case below sets out TfL position in detail.  

For the HIF bid, strategic modelling has been undertaken. This strategic 
modelling will need to be assessed further to support the masterplan and 
potential to inform local modelling for Phase 2. A transport scoping note with file 
reference “20180727 Transport Assessment Scoping Report” dated on July 
2018 was submitted to TfL after the TfL pre-application meeting held on the 19th 
June 2018.  

TfL recommends use of Cynemon analysis to assess future year cycle demand, 
in accordance with Enfield Council and TfL aspirations to promote cycling. This 
is recommended for the Phase 2 assessment and required as part of the 
Masterplan assessment.  

The methodology to assign trips to the network should be justified and agreed 
with TfL and local highway authority. This could be based on TfL Highway 
Assignment Model, or manual assignment using observed traffic flow. Modelling 
recommendations are based on discussions with TfL’s Network Performance 
Delivery Area Team representatives well as in-house modelling specialists.  

We have also been in discussion about the scope of the surveys and 
recommended further inclusion of Automatic Traffic Counter (ATC) counts at 
A406 entry link on both ends of A406. These were not added to the scope of 
the surveys so further investigation is needed to address the missing data 
issue, potential data could be extracted from the strategic models.  

In general, we agree with your proposed study area, subject to the comments 
below. It is expected that you will arrange a further modelling meeting with TfL 
representatives to discuss your modelling methodology. The model period 
should be based on observed traffic data. We note that your proposed 
scenarios are as follows:  

Ref Proposed 
Scenarios 

Milestone Modelling 
Methodology 

Comments/ Discussion 
– email exchange 3rd 
December 2018 

1a Existing 
baseline 
(2018) – 
current land 
use and 

Phase 2 TA 
1st April 2019 

LinSig models  

The LinSig 
model is 
calibrated 

Arup’s intention is to 
complete baseline model 
calibration and validation 
by March 2019 for the 
Phase 2 planning 
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traffic 
patterns; 

through MAP 
and will show 
a good local 
impact. 

 

application; with the 
submission of the 
application in early April. 
TfL accepts its unlikely 
Arup has sufficient time 
to prepare updated 
strategic models or 
Vissim models at the 
submission stage. 
However, the TA could 
include a summary of 
strategic modelling work 
that has been 
undertaken/ as well as 
work in progress.  

1b Existing 
baseline 
(2018) – 
current land 
use and 
traffic 
patterns; 

Future 
Phases TAs / 
Edmonton 
Leeside Area 
Action Plan/ 
Meridian 
Water 
Masterplan 
SPD / 
Updated 
Enfield Local 
Plan 

Before 
September 
2019 

Strategic 
models (LTS, 
Railplan and 
HAM) + 
VISSIM model 

 

Arup will work on full 
strategic modelling and 
re-validation and 
calibration of the model 
and all the reporting. 
This work would feed 
into future TAs and 
underpin the policy work 
that the Council is 
currently undertaking.  

TfL request is that 
strategic modelling is 
undertaken in parallel to 
Phase 2 planning 
application 
determination. If it 
produces answers to 
questions that arise 
during TfL review of the 
application then TfL will 
request an addendum to 
the submitted TA. This 
may relate to questions 
raised by TfL 
colleagues, other 
authorities, members of 
the public, and decision 
makers.  
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2 Future 
baseline + 
HIF 
Infrastructu
re (2023) - 
current land 
use, with 
new traffic 
patterns as 
a result of 
changes 
from new 
highways 
and public 
transport 
provision. 

Phase 2 TA, 
1st April 2019 

LinSig models As above, only LinSig for 
application, with more 
detailed work to follow.  

3 Phase 2 
Future year 
baseline 
(2026) – 
opening 
year 
without 
developme
nt but 
including 
committed 
schemes 
and HIF 
Infrastructu
re; 

Phase 2 TA, 
1st April 2019 

LinSig models As above, only LinSig for 
application, with more 
detailed work to follow.  

4 Phase 2 
Future year 
build out 
(2026) - 
this 
comprises 
Future Year 
Baseline 
plus around 
2,000 
residential 
units plus 
the 

Phase 2 TA, 
1st April 2019 

LinSig models As above, only LinSig for 
application, with more 
detailed work to follow.  
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supporting 
retail, 
business 
and 
community 
uses; 

5 Masterplan 
full build 
out – 
Baseline 
(2032) - 
this 
comprises 
Future Year 
Baseline 
without 
developme
nt but 
includes 
committed 
schemes 
and HIF 
Infrastructu
re. 

Future 
Phases TAs / 
Edmonton 
Leeside Area 
Action Plan/ 
Meridian 
Water 
Masterplan 
SPD / 
Updated 
Enfield Local 
Plan 

Strategic 
Modelling – 
July 2019 

VISSIM 
Modelling - 
Before 
September 
2019 

Strategic 
models (LTS, 
Railplan and 
HAM) + 
VISSIM model 

+ Cynemon to 
assess future 
cycle demand 

Strategic modelling in its 
entirety due to be 
completed by July.  

Arup have said VISSIM 
modelling would rely 
upon future year 
forecasts for the 
strategic modelling. 
Therefore, forecast 
Vissim modelling could 
potentially be completed 
by September.  

6 Masterplan 
full build 
out – 
Version 1A 
(Tesco and 
Ikea 
Remain) 
(2032) - 
this 
comprises 
Future Year 
Baseline 
plus 10,000 
residential 
units, 7,000 
jobs plus 
the 

Future 
Phases TAs / 
Edmonton 
Leeside Area 
Action Plan/ 
Meridian 
Water 
Masterplan 
SPD / 
Updated 
Enfield Local 
Plan 

Strategic 
Modelling – 
July 2019 

VISSIM 

Strategic 
models (LTS, 
Railplan and 
HAM) + 
VISSIM model 

+ Cynemon to 
assess future 
cycle demand 

As above.  
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supporting 
retail, 
business 
and 
community 
uses. 

Modelling - 
Before 
September 
2019 

7 Masterplan 
full build 
out Version 
1B (Tesco 
and Ikea 
Relocate) 
(2032) - 
this 
comprises 
Future Year 
Baseline 
plus up to 
13,500 
residential 
units, 7,000 
jobs plus 
the 
supporting 
retail, 
business 
and 
community 
uses. 

Future 
Phases TAs / 
Edmonton 
Leeside Area 
Action Plan/ 
Meridian 
Water 
Masterplan 
SPD / 
Updated 
Enfield Local 
Plan 

Strategic 
Modelling – 
July 2019 

VISSIM 
Modelling - 
Before 
September 
2019 

Strategic 
models (LTS, 
Railplan and 
HAM) + 
VISSIM model 

+ Cynemon to 
assess future 
cycle demand 

As above 

 

The local modelling proposed for Phase 2, expands the network model used for 
Phase 1, and proposes the use of Linsig. It is proposed to update the base 
model with 2018 data. TfL would need to see validation of the base data based 
on observed saturation flows and observed queue lengths.  

TfL advice is that the local modelling should span site evaluation from base 
condition through Phase 1 (as committed), Phase 2 (as proposed), HIF 
infrastructure at Phase 2 and final the Masterplan scenarios. Keeping a 
consistent study area between scenario options is recommended. This way any 
changes in flow reallocation in the area will be accurately replicated. Most 
importantly the analysis will show how the local changes are effecting TLRN 
network namely A406. TfL would expect you to work on the base Vissim model 
in parallel to Phase 2 application preparation and determination period.  
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The scope of the proposed Vissim model extent in comparison to the data 
survey collected by Arup is below: 

 

 

TfL’s proposed jct 

Arup’s proposed jct 

Delivered by HIF 

 

Given distances between junctions as well as well as mixture of signalised, 
priority and roundabout type junctions (as well as grade-separated high speed 
intersections), the microsimulation software makes the analysis far more robust 
than assessing individual junction. LinSiG and possible Junction 9 models (for 
non-signalised junctions) will not capture wider impact especially when the 
assessment requirements expand to cover journey times for buses, cyclists and 
general traffic.   

Any modelling of future scenarios will need to be based on bus assumptions 
discussed and agreed with TfL. Any changes in bus frequency or passengers’ 
volume should also be captured by increasing number of buses on the network 
or changing dwell time figures based on expected demand.  

We recommend that HAM analysis is used for flow distribution in the future year 
models. That may also require further enhancement of base modelling to 
ensure close correlation between local (VISSIM/ Linsig) and strategic (HAM) 
models. That includes flow/turning counts checks as well as signal operation 
analysis to ensure that capacity and demand ratio is well represented in both  
models for crucial junctions in the area. 

The modelling peaks may need refinement to understand impact of retail part of 
the scheme on the nearby junctions – especially given possible relocation of 
IKEA and Tesco. The details of base year and future years assessments 
including strategic analysis input and its representation in microsimulation 
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modelling is also important and will need further discussions before proposed 
methodology is accepted by TfL. 

As per TfL Guidelines, final modelling analysis will need to be shared with TfL 
prior to submission to ensure enough time is allowed for audit to be performed 
prior to application’s determination. Therefore the modelling results will only be 
viewed as final once a model audit is complete. The test for the planning stage 
would be “fit for purpose”, and oversight of internal audit and access to the 
validation report for the base modelling.  

Modelling Quality Assurance 

In order to ensure that the quality of models meet TfL standards any models 
provided by the consultant will need to be assessed against TfL benchmark 
criteria set up in TfL Modelling Guidelines and Model Audit Process (MAP) 
documents – these would apply to both base and proposed models.  

Public Transport assumptions 

Enfield Council’s transport strategy is understood to be to achieve four trains 
per hour on all rail services and to maximise the number of trains per hour 
between Tottenham Hale and Meridian Water station which run to Stratford. 
They expect a minimum of 4 trains per hour at Meridian Water. The proposed 
intervention option (in advance of Crossrail 2) provides the requirements for 4 
tracking from Tottenham Hale to Meridian water, but with the 4th Track 
bypassing Northumberland Park. This will require significant signalling, track 
and overhead line equipment (OLE) works to allow for the 4th track 
arrangement. The 4th track does require re-work to the Stratford -Tottenham 
Angel Road (STAR) line to accommodate the infrastructure changes with track, 
(OLE) and signalling being the most affected. This option would also require the 
opening up of an additional platform at Meridian Water. This will enable 6 tph (2 
tph through trains, 4 tph shuttle to Tottenham Hale) at Meridian Water station 
within the HIF timescale. 

As part of the Phase 1 planning submission, TfL, Arup and Enfield Council 
agreed a working assumption of 4 trains per hour at the new Meridian Water 
station. As this level of train service was not certain, as part of the S106 
discussion, options for ‘Alternative Public Transport Provision’ was included. For 
Phase 2, TfL would want to agree reasonable assumptions about level of train 
service provision for Phase 2 of the development.  

As the train provision at Meridian Water depends on train operators and 
Network Rail, we would like the TA to include a public transport strategy that 
allows for this uncertainty.  
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Bus Provision 

TfL considers that there needs to be an investment in local bus services from 
first occupation of Phase 2, for these following reasons: 

1. To establish public transport usage from the outset of development; 
2. We know that committed Phase 1 absorbs existing capacity on route 

192; and 
3. Phase 2 will be adjacent to Glover Drive bus routes.  

 

Therefore, we are likely to require section 106 contributions on commencement 
of Phase 2 to allow us to forward plan the bus network for first occupation. TfL 
proposed in relation to Phase 1 two options for improving buses that involved 
changes to routes 341 and 476, or additional capacity on 192 (2 return 
journeys). The five year funding for these options was between £950,000 and 
£1,200,000. TfL will review what is required once we have the TA. Therefore, 
the Phase 2 TA will need to propose how to provide an initial boost to bus 
provision on first occupation of that phase that is similar in scale to these 
proposals. 

The new spine road proposals open up other options for more radical 
alterations to local bus services. However, we need to ensure the design of the 
new spine road can accommodate in design as well traffic capacity terms, the 
maximum demand needed to support future bus usage not just at end of Phase 
2, but also maximum build out at end state with and without Crossrail 2, of the 
Masterplan. Therefore, input assumptions for the bus network should be based 
on full build out of the scheme.  

To determine the level of bus contribution needed to support the complete 
masterplan and built out of Phase 2, TfL suggests the following scenarios are 
assessed in the TA:- 

1. Early enhanced bus network tied to delivery on first occupation as 
discussed above.  

2. Bus network enhancement based on 2,000 homes and other land uses 
included in Phase 2, with enhanced rail service assumed. 

3. Bus network enhancement, without rail service enhancement, which 
maybe a transitionary arrangements i.e. lead-in times on rail are longer 
than on bus service provision. 

4. For infrastructure design only, maximum assumed bus provision to 
support predicted demand, sensitivity assessment with CR2 may be 
needed.  

 

The TA should set out the above, or propose an alternative strategy that TfL 
could accept. The level of bus service provision should also be related to the 
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bus strategy proposed by Arup in support of the ELAAP and be informed by 
ongoing operational/ technical discussions with TfL.  

Servicing, delivery and freight trips 

The TA should assess future trips associated with servicing, delivery and freight 
trips. This should take account of the logistics of deliveries and feasibility of 
organising booking systems and consolidation of particular material streams 
and servicing arrangements.  

Construction traffic 

The TA scope states: 

“…the appointed construction manager for Meridian Water Phase 2 will provide 
Arup with site phasing and vehicle trip generation for the site. The directional 
distribution of the trips will be determined based on the anticipated origins and 
destinations of construction materials and waste, in consultation with the 
construction manager.” 

TfL sees that the TA has an opportunity to embed best practice into 
construction phase in terms of support for “Planned Measures” and co-
ordination between site. Construction works that could impact on TfL bus 
services (in service and out of service); operation of the TLRN, traffic signals 
and SRN should be identified in the construction section of the TA.   

Cycling Network 

The TA scope identifies a number of cycle routes within the vicinity of the 
masterplan site: 

1. Towpath Road through the site forms part of National Cycle Route 1 
(NCR1). To the north, it passes under the A406 and is an off-road route 
along the 

2. William Girling Reservoir. This also provides connections to 
recommended routes towards Chingford Mount. To the south, it 
continues off-road along the 

3. Lee Navigation, connecting to the signed cycle route on Forest Road 
towards Walthamstow; 

4. Off road cycle track along the eastern side of the Meridian Way. This is 
part of a wider north-south off-road route between Ponders End and 
Tottenham Hale; 

5. Cycle Superhighway 1 (CS1) can be accessed via the off-road route on 
Meridian Way and the signed route on Park Lane. CS1 is a direct route 
between Tottenham and the City. 
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6. Harbet Road to the east of the site and Leeside Road to the south of the 
site are recommended routes. 

7. There are also off road cycle routes available along Conduit Lane which 
provides connections to Edmonton, and Walthamstow Avenue which 
runs parallel to the A406 to the west of the site. 

8. An additional Quietway cycle route has been developed by the Cycle 
Enfield programme between Enfield Town and Meridian Water via 
Edmonton Green. Parts of this route are still under construction, 
including the extension from Towpath Road running through to Leeside 
Road. 

9. Future Cycle Route 2 between Camden and Tottenham Hale is to the 
south.   

TfL would want to see a cycle network for the site that integrates with this wider 
cycle network identified above and show the cycle level of service for the site is 
the highest that is practicable. The catchment can be based on cycle 
isochrones and specific key destination. 

Meanwhile Use Strategy 

TfL is supportive of a meanwhile use strategy that supports the transition from 
prevailing car use levels to low car use, and helps to embed Healthy Streets 
approach into local trip generation. TfL would expect the Council to assess the 
impact of meanwhile uses on the transport system and consult TfL on proposals 
that could impact on the TLRN and bus network, securing appropriate 
mitigation.  

Summary 

The Meridian Water masterplan area has many transport challenges such as 
severance, low public transport accessibility and poor quality walking and 
cycling environment. The scale of the site and its location within the Upper Lea 
Valley represents a significant transport and growth opportunity. This requires 
investment in transport infrastructure and the public realm.  

To support growth on this site and in the wider Upper Lee Valley, we support 
proposals to relocate the Arriva bus garage and integrate it within the 
Masterplan area. This should help retain and generate new jobs, and help 
support growth in the bus network. Also, we accept the principle of co-location 
with other land uses, where they are compatible with 24 hour bus operations. 
Any masterplan permission must embed these principles in the section 106 
agreement and conditions as necessary. 

HIF and Crossrail 2 are important strategic investments that support growth 
both in the immediate and longer term. Phase 1 includes the new rail station 
and links to existing bus stops on Glover Drive. Phase 2 is more centrally 
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located and can be redeveloped in co-ordination with new links roads through 
the entire masterplan area.  

The good growth principles set out in the emerging London Plan should be 
followed. To achieve mode shift envisaged in policy T1 of the London Plan, 
Meridian Water need to make active travel and public transport the first choice. 
Therefore, the TA will not only consider travel choice during peak travel periods, 
but also clearly set out how these choices are sustainable for travel for different 
purposes such as school travel, work, shopping, and leisure.  

For assessing transport impact, we need to assess peak period impacts during 
highway and public transport peaks. For mode shift to be achievable, the TA will 
need to show how car free housing is a realistic choice for future residents, and 
this may require sensitivity testing. This can be based on comparator trip data 
and future accessibility. 

Transport modelling to support Phase 2 and the Masterplan is set out in some 
detail in this letter. In general, we are testing the impact of aspirational mode 
shift. We also need to assess its realism for the study area. It is important we 
understand the sensitivity of the local transport network to variation in mode 
shift, as well as assessing measures necessary to support this mode shift.  

The approach to public transport needs to be developed using TfL operational 
expertise. TfL would say that as well as infrastructure and capacity, we need 
funding support for services, and to achieve mode shift, we need to consider 
passenger experience as central. Also, experience of transport more generally, 
such as servicing and deliveries, and car use for particular purposes needs to 
work for future residents and businesses. 

Healthy Streets approach is TfL’s approach to assessing the public realm. The 
scope of the study area is 10 minute cycle time from the specific phase as a 
proxy for the neighbourhood scale. Within this area, we are seeking to 
understand how the area currently performs against the 10 Healthy Streets 
indicators and how that will be improved.  

If you have any queries, further questions or seek clarification on any of the 
points above, please contact the case officer Melvyn Dresner or myself.  

Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Lucinda Turner 
Director of Spatial Planning 
Email: lucindaturner@tfl.gov.uk  
Direct line: 020 3054 7133 
 

mailto:lucindaturner@tfl.gov.uk
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Cc: all at meeting 
Danny Calver – TfL Spatial Planning 
Patricia Charleton – TfL Spatial Planning 
Martin Jones – Greater London Authority  
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Appendix 1 
Meeting Note 

Meridian Water – First TfL pre-app (Transport Assessment Scoping) 

19th June 1500hrs, Trafalgar Square 0YM1 230 Blackfriars Road 

 

TfL attendees 

Melvyn Dresner  Spatial Planning (Chair) 

Paul Lavelle   Urban Design 

Sheeba Shetty  Urban Design 

Duncan Lawrence  Spatial Planning  

Michal Miklasz  Modelling 

Jamie Price   Buses Network Development 

Tim Price   Strategic Analysis 

Gordon Sheppard  Network Management 

 

Arup attendees 

Rob Goodall   Arup 

Mike Savage   Arup 

Katherine Wong  Arup 

 

Enfield Council attendees 

Dominic Millen 

Lisa Woo 

 

Apologies 

Laura Bradshaw  TfL – Transport Strategy 
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Meeting Aim 

1. Melvyn Dresner introduced this as the first of four TfL pre-
application meetings for the Meridian Water Masterplan. The 
aim of the first meeting is to provide a high-level scope of the 
overall assessment required for planning application.  

Noted 

2. Further detailed meetings will take place at later dates. 
Additional people from other teams may need to be involved 
for future meetings. 

Noted 

3. Laura Bradshaw was unable to attend the meeting to provide 
advice on bus strategy, but will be included in future 
meetings. 

Noted 

Masterplan History  

4. Rob Goodall presented details of the Masterplan’s History. 
The Enfield Core Strategy (2010) sets out the objective of 
the Meridian Water development to create a new community 
of up to 5,000 new homes and 1,500 new jobs by 2026. 

Noted 

5. Meridian Water is a key priority for Enfield Council and 
making the best use of space is a key priority. The 
Edmonton Leeside Area Action Plan (AAP) has recently 
been submitted to the Secretary of State for independent 
examination. This covers the Meridian Water Masterplan 
area. This sets out a long term aspiration for the delivery of 
10,000 new homes and c.7,000 new jobs for the Masterplan 
area. 

Noted 

6. Phase 1 of the Meridian Water development was approved 
in July 2016. This includes 725 new homes, a maximum of 
950sqm of retail use (A1/A2/A3), 600sqm of community use 
(D1), and 750sqm of leisure use (D2). This also includes the 
closure of the current Angel Road Station to the north and 
the delivery of a new Meridian Water Station, to be opened 
in 2019. 

Noted 

Site Context 

7. Rob Goodall presented details of the site’s context. Broadly 
speaking, the site is bounded by the A406 North Circular 
Road to the north and east; Leeside Road and the Banbury 
Reservoir to the south; and the West Anglia Main Line to the 
west. The A406 North Circular Road is a busy part of the 
Transport for London Road Network (TLRN), which is 
elevated where it passes this site.  

Noted 

8. The site currently lacks east-west connectivity, in part 
because the River Lea and Lee Navigation run through it. 
The site and surrounding area are largely dominated by 
vehicular movements, large retail sites (Wicks, Tesco, Ikea), 
and industrial uses including Strategic Industrial Land.   

Noted 
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Planning Strategy and Current Progress 

9. Rob Goodall provided details of the Planning Strategy and 
Current Progress. The new Masterplan proposals will 
provide an opportunity to reflect new London Plan Policy and 
the 2018 Mayor’s Transport Strategy.    

Noted 

10. The main aim is to deliver a highly sustainable development 
with a principle focus on enabling walking, cycling and bus 
movements only through the site.  

Noted 

11. There are a number of proposed milestones over the coming 
year, which are as follows: 

 

 A Housing Infrastructure Funding (HIF) bid in July 2018. 

 Two separate but linked and concurrent planning 
applications in December 2018 for the HIF funded 
infrastructure and a linked ‘Phase 2’ residential 
development of up to 2,000 homes (TBC). The HIF 
infrastructure application will be detailed and the ‘Phase 2’ 
application will be outline. 

 A full assessment of the Masterplan site of 10,000+ homes 
and c.7,000 jobs by Summer 2019. Discrete applications 
will be submitted later for further phases.   

Noted 

12. The HIF bid will be for the ‘Causeway’, which is proposed to 
be the main east-west link through the site. It is intended that 
for the majority this will be for pedestrians, cyclists and 
buses only, however some sections will need to allow local 
access and servicing. One of the aspirations for the full 
masterplan is to re-align Meridian Way further to the east to 
enable a change in the nature of the road, and provide 
numerous other benefits to people walking, cycling and 
accessing the station. The changes proposed to Meridian 
Way require Tesco and IKEA to be re-located.  

Noted 

13. Environmental concerns for residents near to the current bus 
station were raised by TfL as an issue to consider for future 
planning applications. It was agreed that this should be 
discussed in more detail in future meetings.  

Agreed 

14. The re-location of the bus garage at the southern edge of the 
site was discussed.  

 Melvyn Dresner stated that advice from the AAP is that 
proximity to local bus corridors is an important 
consideration for the re-location and TfL would want the 
bus garage to remain in Meridian Water Masterplan area. 
He also set out that TfL would consider that a bus garage 
could be in area at risk of flooding (depending on detailed 
arrangements) and TfL could accept co-location with 

JP to 
provide 
details of 
bus routes 
operating 
out of the 
Arriva 
Garage  
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other land uses.  

 To help inform this discussion, Arup requested details of 
the routes currently served by the garage. 

 Jamie Price pointed out that it is an Arriva Garage, 
therefore it would be worth talking to Arriva about this. 
TfL can provide information on services tendered to TfL 
but Arriva manages other bus services that TfL may not 
be aware of.  

 Melvyn Dresner referred to the New London Plan Policy T3 
‘Transport capacity, connectivity and safeguarding’, 
which supports proposals that provide capacity or 
infrastructure for the bus network. TfL would not support 
the closure of this bus garage without a suitable 
replacement on the Meridian Water site. TfL would 
observe that the development would generally add for the 
need for bus infrastructure and bus garages in this area. 
The loss of bus garage capacity could impact on the 
delivery of good growth in London more widely.  

 There are also issues regarding residential amenity to 
consider when looking for a new location for the bus 
garage. For the early phases of development, where new 
homes are being built close to the existing bus garages, it 
will be the responsibility of the applicant to mitigate the 
impact of the bus garage on future residents.  

Strategic Level – Modelling and Highway Network 

15. It was agreed both before the meeting and during the 
meeting that more detailed discussions on modelling and 
buses would need to take place. It was agreed that the next 
meeting in July would be used for this. 

Agreed 

16. Arup’s ability to carry out modelling is constrained by tight 
timescales for submitting the HIF bid and gaining planning 
permission for the infrastructure as the HIF funding is 
required to be spent by 2021. It is therefore unlikely that 
strategic modelling will be able to be completed in time for a 
planning application in December. Strategic modelling 
should be started as soon as possible and what modelling is 
available should be used to inform the December 
applications. 

Noted 

17. Arup explained that the Tesco and IKEA access roads and 
car parks are currently used for rat-running to travel from the 
north-east to the south-west. Detailed ANPR and traffic 
surveys are being undertaken in the near future to establish 
the extent of this. 

Noted 

18. Following the meeting, Gordon Sheppard sent SCOOT 
message data to meeting attendees. 

Completed  
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19. Arup explained that for the ‘Phase 2’ application in 
December 2018 for c.2,000 homes, the strategic network will 
not be altered. The rat-running described above will 
therefore still be possible. 

Noted 

20. Michal Miklasz expressed concern at the use of local 
modelling only for the ‘Phase 2’ application.  

Noted 

21. The need for future discussions on modelling requirements 
was reiterated and agreed to. Michal Miklasz stated that if 
VISSIM modelling is required the scope of this will need to 
be agreed soon.   

Agreed 

22. In order to inform the modelling requirements, details of the 
scope of the two December applications and the Masterplan 
application need providing. Arup will provide this before the 
next meeting. Key information required to help assess the 
modelling requirements includes: 

 

 Trip generation – how many vehicles are expected in/out 
including proposed distribution (current or proposed). 

 Highway design changes to accommodate new phase (e.g. 
new junctions, new link roads etc.). 

 Opening year (to inform what future year scenario would 
need modelling). 

 Ideally – net change difference from base trips. 

Arup to 
provide 
headline 
details in 
scoping 
note to be 
circulated 
ahead of 
next 
meeting.  

23. Some initial principals about the modelling requirements 
were agreed. This is subject to the review of the Scoping 
Notes produced by Arup. 

 

 Strategic modelling is required to understand the wider 
implications of the scheme. 

 Phase 2/ HIF infrastructure does not need specific 
strategic modelling – however, we should check model 
assumptions against strategic model outputs. 

 Strategic modelling for full build will need to feed into 
junction modelling. 

 There is a need to ensure that there is reasonable 
convergence between strategic and local junction models. 

 Model assumptions need to be agreed with TfL and Enfield 
Council. 

Agreed – 
as above.  

Neighbourhood Level – Bus Network and Urban Realm 

24. It was agreed before the meeting and during the meeting 
that more detailed discussions on the Neighbourhood Level 
would need to take place in future meetings. 

Agreed 
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25. It would be useful for TfL to know what the main urban 
design proposals and intentions will be for the Masterplan. 
Key issues to consider will include: street types, street 
hierarchies, servicing, and traffic flows through the site. The 
proposals will need to be tested against the 10 Healthy 
Streets indicators.   

Noted 

26. Arup and Enfield Council reiterated that the aim is to create a 
highly sustainable development which facilitates active travel 
through the site. The ‘Causeway’ is proposed to be large 
street with active frontages, providing spaces for buses, 
pedestrians and cyclists.   

Noted 

27. Paul Lavelle stated that the biggest issue is likely to be 
access to the site. It will need to be demonstrated how 
walking and cycling to the site will be enabled.  

Noted 

28. Given the size of the Masterplan area it will also be important 
to consider smaller neighbourhood centres, land-uses and 
how densities will vary across the Masterplan. 

Noted 

29. Arup stated that a new crossing would be required outside 
the new Meridian Water Station, which is likely to impact on 
buses. Modelling is being undertaken and taken through the 
MAP process. Urgent discussions are required with Bus 
Network Development and Jamie Price in particular, 
regarding the potential impact on bus movements and 
journey times.  

Agreed 

TfL Transport Assessment Requirements 

30. Details regarding trip generation, modelling and Healthy 
Streets were all touched on in the meeting. It was reiterated 
that these will all be discussed in more detail at future 
meetings. 

Noted 

31. Rob Goodall stated that car parking across the Masterplan 
site is proposed to be at a ratio of 0.15 spaces per unit. The 
car parking ratio for the approved Phase 1 application was 
0.4-0.6 spaces per unit.  

Noted 

32. Melvyn Dresner stated that the car parking ratio has to be 
realistic; rail investment, bus improvements and measures to 
facilitate active travel should all be taken into account when 
considering a parking ratio for the site. 

Noted 

33. Rob Goodall stated that the Transport Strategy for the 
Masterplan would demonstrate how the car parking ratio of 
0.15 can be achieved.  

Noted 

Next Steps and Future Meetings 

34. It was agreed that the further three meetings should be as 
follows: 

Agreed 
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 July – Modelling and Buses. A provisional date of the 19th 
July has been suggested. 

 August/September – Urban Design. 

 Mitigation and Pre-submission. 
 

The above is subject to change depending on how discussions 
progress. Detailed items for discussion can be agreed before the 
meetings take place. 

 

Prepared by Duncan Lawrence; 21st June 2018.  

Approved by Melvyn Dresner; 16th July 2018. 
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Meeting Note 

Meridian Water – Second TfL pre-app (Buses and Modelling) 

2nd August 1030hrs, 8.3 Room 10, 8 Fitzroy Street (Arup) 

  

TfL attendees 

Melvyn Dresner  Spatial Planning (Chair) 

Duncan Lawrence  Spatial Planning 

Bob Blitz Bus Network Development 

Hayley Oberlander Bus Network Development 

Tim Price Strategic Analysis (LTS, Public Transport) 

Charles Richardson Strategic Analysis (Highways) 

Loredana Salvato STAR Team 

 

Arup attendees 

Rob Goodall    

Mike Savage    

Katherine Wong   

Leon Shrewsbury  

Chris McCabe  

 

Apologies 

Michal Miklasz  TfL – Modelling  

Laura Bradshaw  TfL – Transport Strategy 

Dominic Millen  Enfield Council  

Lisa Woo   Enfield Council  
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Introductions and apologies 

35. Apologies were received from Michal Miklasz and Laura 
Bradshaw (TfL) and Dominic Millen and Lisa Woo (Enfield 
Council).  

Noted 

36. Rob Goodall stated that he would be meeting with Laura 
next week (week beginning 6th August) regarding Enfield 
Rapid Transit.   

Noted 

37. Further workshops/ad hoc meetings can take place in the 
near future to discuss modelling, which Michal should be 
involved in. 

Noted 

Overview of the Scoping Report and Update on HIF Bid  

38. Rob Goodall presented a brief overview of the Meridian 
Water Masterplan. Phase 1, to the west of Meridian Way, 
received approval in 2016. The Meridian Water site currently 
lacks east-west connectivity, in part because the River Lea 
and Lee Navigation run through it. It is largely vehicle 
dominated and severed, with the A406 North Circular Road 
to the north and car parks for an IKEA and a Tesco at the 
centre of the site. As well as retail stores, industrial 
warehouses are also located on site.    

Noted 

39. A bid for funding through HIF is key to unlocking 
development on the site. The funding will help to deliver the 
main east-west link through the site (‘The Central Spine), an 
extension to the Leeside Road, a new pedestrian and cycle 
bridge across the railway, a fourth track from Tottenham 
Hale Station to the new Meridian Water Station, and flood 
remediation work. This is an all or nothing bid, rather than 
bids for each individual element.  

Noted 

40. The Central Spine Road is intended to be the main east-west 
route through the site. For the majority of its length this will 
be for pedestrians, cyclists and buses only, however some 
sections will need to allow local access and servicing. The 
re-alignment of Meridian Way to the east and changes to 
reduce capacity and prioritise buses is also an aspiration of 
the masterplan.  

Noted 

41. The aim is for a car parking ratio of 0.15 across the 
Masterplan site to provide for Blue Badge parking and 
visitors. Commercial advice is being sought to ensure that 
this level of car parking will be viable. 

Noted 

42. Two Masterplan options have been proposed – one with 
Tesco and IKEA remaining in place, and one with them 
relocating. Discussions are still ongoing regarding this. It is 
understood that Tesco are looking at downsizing their store 
whilst IKEA are wanting to keep their current floorspace but 

Noted 
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realise that travel patterns to their store are changing.  

43. The headline figures of c.10,000 new homes and c.7,000 
new jobs was given. Melvyn Dresner stated the benefits of 
the masterplan also being employment generating as it is 
likely to increase the viability of public transport as there 
would be demand for trips in both directions in peak hours. 

Noted 

44. Rob Goodall confirmed that engagement with Haringey 
Council will be taking place shortly. Engagement with 
Sustrans, Cycle Enfield and the Canal & River Trust is 
ongoing. As discussed at the previous meeting, engagement 
with Arriva with regard to temporary access to the site and 
the long-term aspiration for the re-location of their bus 
garage will need to take place, which TfL will need to be 
involved in. Bob Blitz stated that this would most likely need 
to be someone from the Bus Operations team. Melvyn 
Dresner stated that access to and from the garage in the 
short-term would need to be an important consideration.  

Noted 

Public Transport Assumptions 

45. It was agreed that the public transport network would need to 
change to enable the development to go ahead. The 
scenarios that need testing for the Phase 2 application and 
the full Masterplan application will need to be agreed.  

Agreed 

46. Bob Blitz stated that a good way to start would be to look at 
what capacity is needed, on which routes additional capacity 
is needed on, and the benefit/cost ratio of increasing 
capacity on each route.  

Noted 

47. Melvyn Dresner stated that there were two ways of looking at 
the bus network – looking backwards from the Masterplan or 
looking forward from Phase 2.  

Noted 

48. Mike Savage stated that only relatively small changes are 
proposed for Phase 2, in terms of altering the surrounding 
road network. It may therefore be better to look ahead at 
what bus network is required post-Phase 2.  

Noted 

49. Bob Blitz emphasised the importance of bus standing for the 
bus network and how its location will influence the future 
efficiency of the bus network. He also noted constraints on 
where bus stands could be provided, given terminating 
services will need facilities for drivers.    

Noted 

50. Mike Savage stated that from a master planning perspective 
it would be preferable not to have buses terminating at the 
retail centre of the proposed site on Glover Drive, where they 
currently terminate. Arup are looking at potential options for 
bus standing space within the Masterplan area.  

Noted 

51. Bob Blitz provided advice on considerations for bus network 
planning, based on details provided in the Scoping Report 

Noted 
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and the Bus Strategy that were provided before the meeting. 
 

 The extension of the 341 route up to Harbet Road wouldn’t 
necessarily be wanted by TfL. The bus comes a long way 
from Waterloo; increasing the length of the journey may 
result in additional delays or be costly. TfL would be able to 
consider options to restructure the route which could also 
enable the route to extend further north east into Waltham 
Forest.  

 The 192 route experiences crowding and is operated by a 
smaller single deck bus due to constraints of its route and 
this is unlikely to change in the medium-term. 

 There is likely to be a reshaping of the bus network as in 
line with the aspirations in the Mayor’s Transport Strategy. 
This includes the possibility of North Circular Road 
becoming an orbital bus corridor. These changes may 
have implications for capacity that would have to be 
considered. These changes should help make London in 
general, and this site in particular, better connected by 
public transport.   

 Bus access for schools (in particular secondary schools) 
should be considered now. It is preferable to consider this 
and provide good access from the start, rather than having 
to make changes at a later date once the school has 
opened. Rob Goodall confirmed that the secondary school 
would be part of the Masterplan application rather than the 
Phase 2 application.   

 From a planning and consultation view, it is preferable to 
not think of services in terms of their route numbers. 

52. It was agreed that a workshop to discuss buses would be 
required. To help inform discussions, Arup will provide 
indicative demand for buses. TfL will be able to provide 
updated details on usage and available capacity on routes in 
the area.  

Arup to 
provide 
indicative 
demand 
for buses. 

TfL to 
provide 
usage/ 
capacity 
data 

53. Bob Blitz stated that three points which will need considering 
when looking at the bus network are reliability, capacity and 
connectivity. Delays should not be imposed on buses as a 
result of changes to the network. Modelling may be needed 
to demonstrate this. 

Noted 
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54. Mike Savage stated that there should be a working 
assumption that changes to the bus network will not make 
anything worse than how they currently are. 

Noted 

55. In terms of public transport assumptions, an interim phase 
should be considered before Crossrail 2 where buses take 
up the bulk of the public transport demand. 

Noted 

56. Mike Savage stated that the ability to bring in the final 
solution for buses with Phase 2 should not be precluded.  

Noted 

57. Leon Shrewsbury stated that the site is currently one big 
zone in the NoLHAM model. Arup will need to look at how 
this could be divided up to create different access points. 
Tim Price stated that any dividing up the zone would need to 
evidence based to demonstrate how assumptions have been 
arrived at. 

Noted 

58. The final agreed location of Tesco and IKEA will make a 
difference as to where retail trips load on to the network. 

Noted 

Strategic Modelling Advice 

59. Melvyn Dresner set out his initial thoughts on the level of 
modelling/trip generation assessment required for the two 
applications. 

 

 Phase 2 – TRICS required. Existing LTS, Railplan and 
HAM can be used to inform TA. 

 Masterplan – all of TRICS, LTS, Railplan and HAM 
required.  

Noted 

60. Rob Goodall stated that it is the intention to use TfL’s full 
suite of models (LTS, Railplan and HAM) for the Masterplan 
application next summer. The intention is to start using these 
as soon as possible and make good progress on modelling 
by December. Given the tight timescales associated for the 
HIF Infrastructure application, it is unlikely that LTS, Railplan 
and HAM modelling will be completed by December. Arup 
are seeking agreement from TfL that their approach to   
modelling of the Phase 2 application is sufficient.  

TfL to 
provide 
guidance 
on whether 
approach 
to 
modelling 
(as set out 
in scoping 
note) is 
accepted  

61. A set of milestones for Strategic Modelling should be agreed 
as soon as possible. Whilst a validated and calibrated full 
suite of Strategic Models may not be required for the Phase 
2 application in December, high level modelling can still feed 
in to the application and be used to provide assurance that 
assumptions are robust and provide TfL with some comfort 
that the overall impact of the Masterplan will be 

Arup to 
provide a 
suggested 
set of 
milestones 
for 
Strategic 
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comprehensively assessed. Modelling 

62. Consideration will need to be given as to how any potential 
delays to buses and the impact of STAR can be assessed 
without Strategic Modelling as part of the Phase 2 
application. It was stated at the meeting that: 

 

 The Upper Lea Valley Bus Study identified parts of the 
network where buses experience delays. 

 iBus provides data on existing journey times for bus routes. 

 Bob Blitz advised that impact of STAR on the bus network 
may be too small to gauge. 
 

Using the above information it was agreed that there is an 
approach that Arup can take to demonstrate the impact of the 
proposals on the bus network for Phase 2 without running full 
strategic modelling.  

Noted 

63. Melvyn Dresner advised that the Transport Assessments for 
the Phase 2 application and Masterplan application should 
set out the priorities for public transport capacity and 
reducing delays on the network. 

Noted 

64. It may be possible to use existing models to help inform the 
Phase 2 application – for example the NoLHAM model that 
was used as part of the Upper Lee Valley Strategic 
Transport Study. TfL will provide further advice on this. TfL 
will also need to confirm which version of the model will be 
used. It was suggested that the Upper Lea Valley models 
that Arup have been developing for TfL and the GLA would 
be a good starting point.  

TfL to 
provide 
advice on 
which 
existing 
models 
could be 
used to 
inform the 
Phase 2 
application 
and what 
model 
versions 
will be 
used 

65. Charles Richardson stated that the base year for TFL’s suite 
of models is currently 2011/12. This is being updated at the 
moment and 2018 count data has been compiled. Arup 
confirmed that extensive traffic surveys have recently been 
undertaken in the area to inform this application.  

Noted 

66. Melvyn Dresner agreed that local junction modelling may be 
required for the Masterplan application but this should be 

Noted  
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minimised if possible. Any local modelling should be based 
off issues that were identified as part of the Strategic 
Modelling. 

Mitigation  

67. Melvyn Dresner stated that mitigation that is required as part 
of Phase 2 will need to be considered. This will need to be 
based from trip generation assessments and the available 
road network, rather than Strategic Modelling.  

Noted 

68. Melvyn Dresner accepted that minimising car parking 
provision reduces the traffic impact of the site. 

Noted 

69. Mike Savage raised the issue of the proposal to reduce 
vehicle movements and introduce bus priority measures on 
Meridian Way. It was stated that this ought to be thought of 
as a wider corridor by TfL, and Haringey Council may need 
to consider the proposals too. Whilst there is likely to be a 
benefit of having a less heavily trafficked Meridian Way, the 
wider implication of where vehicular traffic re-routes to may 
need to be considered. Melvyn Dresner stated that this is 
more of an end-state conversation to have.  These proposals 
fit into TfL’s vision for Healthy Streets and as such there 
needs to be a realisation and acceptance that in order to 
provide better environments for people walking and cycling 
there may be wider impacts on general traffic and 
prioritisation for buses.  

Noted 

Vision Zero 

70. Melvyn Dresner stated that the Vision Zero Action Plan had 
recently been published. This sets out a new approach to 
road safety that should be taken account of in future 
planning applications. One of the key changes is that the 
transport system needs to accommodate human error. 
Measures to improve road safety could include reducing 
speed limits and enabling a mode shift away from private 
vehicles. Rob Goodall responded to state that the 
Masterplan area will be a low-speed environment and the 
street level design will be developed with a consideration of 
the Vision Zero Action Plan.  

Noted 

71. Rob Goodall questioned what area the accident analysis 
should cover. Melvyn Dresner stated that the extent of the 
area should be based on the relative impact of the 
development.  

Noted  

Next Steps and Future Meetings 

72. It was agreed during the meeting that additional workshops 
on buses on Strategic Modelling would be required. The 
Strategic Modelling workshop is a priority and should be 

Arup and 
TfL to 
agree 
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arranged in 2 – 3 weeks. The buses workshop should be 
held in 4 – 5 weeks.  

dates for 
workshops 

73. As agreed previously, the next meeting will be focused on 
Urban Design, and should be held in mid-September. 
Crossrail 2 are also likely to be involved in the meeting.  

Arup and 
TfL to 
agree date 
for next 
meeting 
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